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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. THE JANITOR THE MUSICAL, BROADWAY MUSICAL THEATER

HAPPY MUSICAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

musical theater the PERFORMERS are all dressed as janitors

dancing on the stage.

The AUDIENCES look bored from watching the musical making 1

of them to look at his watch, a lady to check her make-up

and a man falls asleep, and then falls to the floor.

PERFORMER 1

Sweep and mop, all the way to the

top.

PERFORMER 2

Spraying the windows until they are

sparkly clean.

ALL OF THE PERFORMERS

(sing together)

We are Janitors, and we clean up

your messes!!!!

All of the performers walk up to the edge of the stage and

all take a bow to the audience. A CRICKET NOISE comes out

from the audience.

FADE TO

INT. JAY MAZZ’S APARTMENT NIGHT TIME LATER

Later at Jay Mazz’s Apartment JAY MAZZ in hi 40’s, handsome,

smart, critical, dramatic, bald, and has blue eyes is

sitting up at his laptop TYPING down his review.

JAY MAZZ

Janitor the musical is a big waste

of time and money. The producer of

this musical should clean up his

act, if you know what I mean.

Suddenly a KNOCKING NOISE comes out from his front door. Jay

notices the knocking, and get up from his laptop and walks

over to the front door.

CUT TO



2.

INT. JAY MAZZ’S APARTMENT FRONT DOOR

Jay OPENS the front door and it was a SHADOWY FIGURE.

JAY MAZZ

May I help you?

HYPNOTIC SPIRALS come out from the Shadowy Figure’s eyes,

and Jay becomes sleepy, and then zones out. The Shadowy

Figure then LAUGHS evilly.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

FADE IN

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day at

Edmonton Central High school, Carla, Christina and the other

students are decorating the auditorium’s stage for a school

play.

Carla is painting a cardboard tree, while Christina is

hanging up some of the streamers on the stage. Darla is

supervising the students, then Harvey, Darcy and James come

into the Auditorium.

DARLA STONE

Good work everyone, it’s getting to

look like a real Broadway play

musical.

CARLA STONE

Are you sure? I think the streamers

are all wrong.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

I know. It feels like it came from

the bathroom.

TIMMY "TIM" EELSON

It is from the bathroom.

CARLA AND CHRISTINA

(together)

EWW!!!

James starts to BLUSH while he watches Christina working on

the set.

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA STONE

Is something wrong with your

friend?

DARCY DILLIANS

No, he has a crush on someone.

HARVEY STONE

Yeah, he has a crush on Christina.

Each time he looks at her, Jim

starts to blush, his glasses fog up

and he starts to sweat.

James’s glasses FOG up and he starts to SWEAT from his

forehead and through his shirt.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Oh man my shirt is getting wet.

DARLA STONE

How about he can go up and ask her

out?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(freaks out)

WHAT?!!

DARLA STONE

Yes, just go up and ask her out.

She looks like a nice girl.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t know. I, I...

DARLA STONE

(interrupts)

I think you will make a great

couple, now come on, don’t be shy.

Darla pushes James onto the stage, and pushes him up to

Christina. Christina turns around, and sees it’s James

behind looking nervous and SWEATING.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

Oh hi Jim, are you here to check

out our stage decorations?

James falls forward to the floor, SLAMMING on some paint

cans, causing paint to cover his body.

HARVEY STONE

Well that’s a let down.

(CONTINUED)
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CARLA STONE

I don’t think Jim will be able to

ask Christina out.

DARCY DILLIANS

What’s that suppose to main?

CARLA STONE

She’s a beauty queen, while Jim is

a geek, they don’t match.

DARCY DILLIANS

You want a bet. I bet you Jim will

be able to ask Christina out in a

week.

CARLA STONE

What’s the wager?

DARCY DILLIANS

Loser gets to do the winner’s

homework for a week.

CARLA STONE

You got a deal.

Carla and Darcy both shake each other’s hands. A VIBRATING

SOUND comes out from Harvey’s pocket. He takes out his

cellphone and looks at it.

HARVEY STONE

We have to go mom, G.M.F business.

Harvey and Darcy get up on the stage and pick up James off

of the floor of the stage. They walk off of the stage and

exit out of the exit.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F HEADQUARTERS MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE

In the office Master Mountie and Jolyne are waiting for

Harvey, Darcy and James. Harvey, Darcy and James walk into

the office. Master Mountie and Jolyne have confuse looks on

their faces wondering what happened to James.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Good afternoon G.M.F junior agents.

And why is Jim all covered in

paint?

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Long story.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

You tried to ask out a girl, but

you collapsed?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yes.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Anyway, back to business. There’s

been some people in New York acting

very strange.

Master Mountie presses a button on the keyboard TURNING on

monitor.

The videos on Master Mountie’s computer monitor showing Jay

Mazz as a janitor, a TAXI DRIVER acting like race car

driver, and a Librarian acting like a rock star.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Here is a video of Jay Mazz, the

famous Broadway critic acting like

a janitor, this taxi driver is

shown to be rushing through traffic

acting like a race car driver, and

this polite librarian is acting

like a rock star.

DARCY DILLIANS

It could be the stress of the big

city effecting them.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

No, it’s not that, it’s something

else.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Your assignment is to investigate

New York City and to find out who

is behind all of this. As you are

all in luck, we will be escorting

you to the Big Apple.

HARVEY STONE

An assignment with the boss. I like

the sounds of that.

MASTER MOUNTIE

It’s settled then. Besides, I love

Broadway plays and musicals.

(CONTINUED)
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JOLYNE AQUATICK

And it will be my first time there.

FADE TO

EXT. STREETS OF NEW YORK CITY DAYTIME

HAPPY JAZZ TRUMPET MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the streets

of New York City Harvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and

Jolyne are walking down the street.

They arrive to an old apartment building and look up at it.

HARVEY STONE

Is this Jay’s place?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Why does he have to live in this

dump?

MASTER MOUNTIE

It’s not his permanent residences

for him, because he’s acting

weird.

They walk into the apartment building. Darcy pulls James

away from the building and walk over to the side.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What is it Darcy? We’re here we can

do some shopping later.

DARCY DILLIANS

I’m not. It’s you. I’ve made bet

with Carla earlier today to help

you ask Christina out on a date.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Really? But how are you going to do

that?

DARCY DILLIANS

Simple.You have to be cool.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

How are you going to do that?

DARCY DILLIANS

I have no idea.

Darcy and James walk into the apartment building.

CUT TO
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INT. APARTMENT BUILDING HALLWAY

Harvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and Jolyne walk down

the hallway, and Jay Mazz is dressed in a janitor’s uniform

mopping the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Jay Mazz?

JAY MAZZ

(acting like a grumpy janitor)

Hey, hey, hold your horses I just

mopped right there.

DARCY DILLIANS

Sorry, but we need to ask a few

questions.

MASTER MOUNTIE

What happened to you?

JAY MAZZ

(acting like a grumpy janitor)

What do you mean what happened to

me, I’m a janitor for crying out

loud, now scram before I hit you

with the mope.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Sorry but that’s filled withe germs

and diseases on it, but wring it

out first.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF NEW YORK CITY APARTMENT ENTRANCE

Harvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and Jolyne exit out of

the apartment and then walk down the street.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

I think he doesn’t remembered that

he’s a famous critic.

HARVEY STONE

Maybe he hasn’t had enough sleep

last night.

James picks up a newspaper off of the news rack and looks at

it.

(CONTINUED)
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I don’t know about that, but check

this out.

James shows the front page of the news paper, where the

POLICE CHIEF is wearing a chef uniform.

DARCY DILLIANS

(reads the front page)

NYPD chief quits his job and to

become a famous chef?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Now that’s freak. I hope no one

else becomes weird like them.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I hope that doesn’t happen to

us...I mean..

(acts cool)

I hope that doesn’t happen to us.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Let’s go and have a talk with the

police chief.

FADE TO

INT. NYPD HQ POLICE KITCHEN

SWISS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the kitchen at

the NYPD HQ, the police chief is dancing while wisking a

bowl.

Harvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and Jolyne and the

other police men are surprise and confuse, while watching

the police chief.

DARCY DILLIANS

This is just plain weird and

confusing.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acts cool)

I know, is he a police chief or a

chef?

HARVEY STONE

Do you remember the last place the

police chief went to, before being

a chef?

(CONTINUED)
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POLICE MAN 1

No, but he does love musical

theater.

POLICE WOMAN 1

Yeah, he went to see this musical

just a week ago, and then poof,

he’s a chef.

MASTER MOUNTIE

What was it?

POLICE MAN 1

Something called...Janitor the

musical?

Harvey then has a thinking look on his face. Master Mountie

has the same look on his face.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I think there’s a connection,

between him and Jay Mazz. I suggest

we should go to his real apartment

to find clues.

CUT TO

INT. JAY MAZZ’S APARTMENT

HArvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and Jolyne are looking

through Jay’s apartment for clues. Jolyne bumps into the

desk TURNING ON the laptop.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Hey look at this. It’s Jay’s review

on Janitor the musical.

Harvey and the others come over to Jolyne who is on the

laptop.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Here is Jay’s review on Janitor the

musical.

(reads the review)

Janitor the musical is a big waste

of time and money. The producer of

this musical should clean up his

act, if you know what I mean.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acts cool)

Whoever made this musical, his

ideas suck eh.

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE

On the other question is, who made

the musical?

HARVEY STONE

(looks at the computer)

It saids here that the musical was

created by Mason Songson, who is

the worst musical producer in

history.

DARCY DILLIANS

Do we know where he is now?

Harvey, Darcy, Master Mountie and Jolyne look at James.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acting cool)

Why are you all looking at me?

DARCY DILLIANS

You can save the acting cool act

when you ask Christina out, now we

to find where he is, eh.

HARVEY STONE

(looks at the computer)

There’s an audition for Mason

Songson’s play today and it starts

in an hour.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Quickly Mounties, it’s time to go

to Broadway.

FADE TO

INT. BROADWAY THEATER

BROADWAY MUSICAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

Broadway theater, people are lined up on stage for the

audition.

Harvey, James, Darcy, Master Mountie, and Jolyne walk down

the allies of chairs and up to the stage. They have confuse

looks on their faces wondering why the people who are

auditioning are on the stage.

HARVEY STONE

Why are all of these people on

stage, other then being backstage

waiting their turn?

(CONTINUED)
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MASON SONGSON (O.S)

Alright everybody who’s ready to

audition?

MASON SONGSON in his 40’s, charming, selfish, dramatic,

edger, has blond hair and blue eyes walks down the isle of

chairs and up to the stage.

MASON SONGSON

Because. The Director is here.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Mason stares at the

people on the stage and HYPNOTIC SPIRALS come out from his

eyes. The Hypnotic Spirals hit the people on stage including

James and Darcy, but Harvey, Master Mountie and Jolyne are

not effected by the hypnotic spell.

MASON SONGSON

Now that I have my cast, I will

give you your rolls.

Mason points his finger at James.

MASON SONGSON (O.S)

You’ll be the cool teenager...

Mason points hit finger at Darcy.

MASON SONGSON (O.S)

... And you’ll be the nerdy girl.

James and Darcy start to WABBLE and POOF into their acting

roles. Harvey, Master Mountie and Jolyne are shocked to see

that happen.

END OF ACT 1

FADE TO BLACK

ACT TWO

FADE IN

Harvey, Master Mountie and Jolyne are shocked of what they

saw. James acts like a cool kid while Darcy is a nerdy girl

pushing her glasses up on her face.

HARVEY STONE

I don’t believe it.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

I know, James and Darcy got

effected by Mason’s hypnotic

powers, but not us.

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE

That’s why we drank Power Up energy

drinks.

HARVEY STONE

That explains us, but what about

Jolyne, she didn’t get infected.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Maybe I’m just lucky.

MASON SONGSON

Auditions are over. You are all

cast into my play. You are all

dismissed.

All of the people who are hypnotized by Mason walk off of

the stage, so as James and Darcy.

DARCY DILLIANS

(acting like a geeky girl)

You know, you look so cool eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acting like a coolkid)

I know sweet thang. I’m the coolest

dude in town eh

Harvey, Master Mountie and Jolyne follow them out of the

theater.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF NEW YORK CITY BROADWAY THEATER

James and Darcy exit out of the theater. Harvey runs out of

the theater and stopping them in their tracks.

HARVEY STONE

Jim, Darcy this isn’t you. You guys

got hypnotized.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acting like a cool kid)

Dude, you got to be kidding me. I

am not hypnotized, I’m cool eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

(acting like a nerdy girl)

And he’s sough a dream boat.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

OK eww

Master Mountie and Jolyne walk up to them. Master Mountie

SNAPS his fingers in front of their faces trying to snap out

of their hypnoses.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

Jim, Darcy please come back to us.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acting like a cool kid)

We’ll come back to you later, right

now we are going to get a

milkshake.

James and Darcy both hold hands and walk away from them.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I guess there is no way to snap

them out of their hypnotic spell.

HARVEY STONE

How about shocking them out of it.

Harvey SHOOTS a LIGHTNING BOLT out of his hands at James and

Darcy SHOCKING them and causing them to collapse onto the

ground.

James and Darcy get up off of the ground looking confuse.

They both see they are holding each other’s hands. They both

let go of their hands and then Darcy SLAPS James in the

face.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What was that for?

DARCY DILLIANS

You were holding my hand eh.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I say it worked. The lightning

worked eh.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

You 2 where effected by Mason

Songson’s hypnotic powers.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

So that’s why this cool leather

jacket appeared on me.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

(looking at her reflection in

the puddle)

And that’s why I am wearing this

retro braces heatset? Because these

things are out dated eh.

Darcy struggles to take the retro braces off of her face.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Allow me to take care of that.

Master Mountie’s hand SHINES YELLOW and wave his hand over

the retro braces, causing them to FADE AWAY off of Darcy’s

face. Darcy smiles into the puddle with relief.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I think I like this new look of

mine, I might use it on Christina.

Jame then walks into a streetlamp, causing his sunglasses to

CRACK. MELLOW JAZZ CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I forgot, I don’t see well while

wearing sunglasses.

Master Mountie’s hand SHINES YELLOW and waves his hand over

James’s sunglasses MAGICALLY TURNING them back into regular

glasses.

HARVEY STONE

Now you 2 are shocked out of your

acting phase, we have to find where

Mason Songson’s office is, to find

out what’s he’s up to.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Leave that to me.

Master Mountie circles his hands in the air, MAKING MAGIC

DUST to FLY into the air. The Magic dust TRANSFORM into a

PROJECTION showing footage from Mason Songson’s office.

Mason and his ASSISTANT walk into his office and up to his

desk. Mason turns his laptop ON making it LIGHT UP, and

Mason smiles evilly.

MASON SONGSON

My cast is set, and now it’s for

the "performance to start".

Hahahahaha!!! Time to assemble the

cast.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

What does he mean by that?

DARCY DILLIANS

The performance, isn’t a

performance at all. Its something

else.

Suddenly the other hypnotized cast members come walking into

the theater.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

We better get back into character.

MASTER MOUNTIE

We will be watching you with my

magical powers.

Darcy and James run back into the theater.

CUT TO

INT. BROADWAY THEATER STAGE

All of the hypnotized cast members walk onto the middle of

the stage. James puts on his sunglasses and walks onto the

stage. Suddenly he trips onto the stage and falls face

first.

MASON SONGSON

Chop, Chop everyone we are wasting

time.

James and Darcy line up with the other hypnotized cast

members. James and Darcy wonder what’s Mason’s plan is.

MASON SONGSON

Now it’s time for the show. Please

pick up your weapons....

JAMES AND DARCY

(whisper to each other)

Weapons?!!

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Mason presses a

button on his smart phone, causing laser blasters to RISE up

out from under the stage. James and Darcy look shocked, and

the other hypnotized cast members grab the laser blasters

off of the rack.

(CONTINUED)
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MASON SONGSON

For years of having bad reviews

from critics, I vow to end this

once and for all. And thanks to the

magical energy drink I drank I have

hypnotizing powers so I can

hypnotize people into doing what I

command. Ahahahahahaha.

Mason SNAPS his fingers 3 times to get everyones’ attention.

MASON SONGSON

Now everyone it’s show time.

Suddenly an ICY BLAST OF ICY WIND BURST through the doors

and causing ice cover the seats and floors.

HARVEY STONE

As if you nut cast.

Harvey sides down the ice and hopes onto the stage. He takes

out his badge and shows it to Mason.

HARVEY STONE

The premiere of your show gets

canceled eh.

MASON SONGSON

(mad)

The Great Musical Foundation, why

are you doing here?

HARVEY STONE

(confuse)

What?...No, the G.M.F, it stands

for Global Mountie Force.

MASON SONGSON

What? There are 2 G.M.Fs...I mean,

you shall not stop me from getting

my revenge on Broadway!!!

Ahahahaha...Get rid of them.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of the

hypnotized cast members FIRE their LASER BLASTERS at Harvey.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to CREATE an ICE SHIELD and the

laser fire REFLECT off of the ice shield.

Master Mountie and Jolyne come up from behind him.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I think it’s time to shock them out

of their acting phase.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

You got that right eh.

Harvey FIRE ELECTRICITY through his ice shield and

ELECTROCUTE everyone out of their hypnosis. Everyone are all

confuse and wondering what happened.

Darcy and James stand up from the stage floor after being

shocked by Harvey’s powers.

DARCY DILLIANS

What’s the deal Harvey? You shocked

us out of the hypnosis earlier

today eh.

HARVEY STONE

Sorry.

Mason Songson looks confuse and then picks up 2 laser

blasters off of the stage floor.

MASON SONGSON

Fine, I’ll just take down Broadway

on my own.

Mason’s assistant gives his clipboard to Jolyne and runs out

of the theater. Mason FIRES LASERS out of his laser

blasters at Harvey. Harvey SHATTERS his ice shield and uses

his ICE POWERS to FREEZE the incoming laser beams into ice.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Have a taste of your own lasers

Mason.

Master Mountie LEVITATE the frozen laser beams into the air

and SPIN them around, causing them to MELT and FIRE back at

Mason. Mason dodges the attack by leaping through the air

like a jazz dancer.

Mason twirls around and then FIRES his LASER BLASTERS at

Harvey and the others. James and Darcy run out of the way of

the incoming laser fire. Mason then moon walks while firing

his laser blasters at Master Mountie and Harvey. Master

Mountie FIRES BLUE LASERS out of his eyes at the laser

beams.

The lasers hit each other and EXPLODE on impact. Harvey

FIRES a LIGHTNING BOLT out of his finger at Mason. Mason

uses his HYPNOSIS POWERS causing SWIRLS to come out of his

eyes. The Lightning bolt turns around and heads right back

at Harvey.

Harvey dodges his own lightning bolt, causing the lightning

bolt to hit the balcony and makes it EXPLODE.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Did Mason just hypnotized a

lightning bolt?

MASON SONGSON

My powers can also hypnotize energy

and objects causing them to bring

them to life, and it can also do

this.

Mason faces the entrance to the theater. He uses his

HYPNOSIS causing the swirls to come out from his eyes and

exit out of the theater. People come walking into the

theater acting like zombies.

JOLYNE AQUATICK

He can use his powers on people

from fare distances?

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks that way eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(acting cool)

That is so not cool eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

You can stop it with acting like a

cool dude.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I can’t help it I need to act like

this for Christina.

Harvey points his hands at the ice covered seats and floor.

The ice from the seats and floor FREEZES onto the hypnotized

people freezing them solid.

Mason faces the other laser blasters on the stage floor and

uses his HYPNOTIZING POWERS on them. The laser blasters

FLOAT into the air and FIRE right at Harvey.

Harvey uses his ICE POWERS to make ICE SKATES to APPEAR on

his feet. He skates onto the stage to dodge the laser fire.

Harvey skates right at Mason, and throws a punch at him

right in the face. He then throws a knee strike at Mason in

the chest, and then throws a back kick at him, knocking him

to the stage floor.

HARVEY STONE

Give up Mason you’re under arrest.

(CONTINUED)
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MASON SONGSON

Never fool, and infect I will you

use you for my newest musical, I

will call it Electro Ice

Mason stands up from the stage floor.Mason uses HYPNOSIS

POWERS on Harvey. Hypnotic swirls come out from Mason’s

eyes, but his powers didn’t effect Harvey.

HARVEY STONE

Sorry Mason, but I am not effected

by your powers.

MASON SONGSON

What?! I am sure of it, I used my

powers on all of you, you should’ve

been effected by it.

MASTER MOUNTIE

I have a theory about that. Did you

drank an energy drink that gives

him super powers?

MASON SONGSON

Yes...How did you know?

MASTER MOUNTIE

I also drank an energy drink that

gives me super powers.

HARVEY STONE

And so did I

MASON SONGSON

Fine, if I can’t hypnotized you...I

will hypnotized the whole theater.

Mason uses his powers on the entire theater. GIANT HYPNOTIC

SWIRLS come out from Mason’s eyes and effect the entire

theater. All of the seats FLOAT into the air, and the stage

starts to SHAKE, causing Harvey and friends to slide off the

stage.

The curtains from the stage shoot out and head towards

Harvey and friends. Harvey FIRES an ICE BEAM out of his hand

at the curtains causing them to FREEZE. The stage lights

come FLYING towards them and FIRE LIGHT BEAMS at them.

Harvey and friends run out of the way of the light beams as

they hit the floor. Master Mountie FIRES MAGICAL SPARKLY

BEAMS out of his hands at the light beams, hitting them and

causing them to EXPLODE onto each other.
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Suddenly a mirror slides off the stage and onto the floor.

Darcy picks up the mirror and looks at it.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey, I got an idea. How about we

give Mason a taste of his own

medicine.

James smiles and thinks it’s a good idea.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Good idea.

Harvey leaps over the WAVING stage towards Mason. Suddenly

prop swords come FLYING towards Harvey. Harvey PROJECTS an

ICE SHIELD out of his hands and REFLECTING the prop swords

off of the shield.

Harvey throws his ice shield at Mason. Suddenly his ice

sword gets SMASHED into pieces by a sand bag. LIGHT BEAMS

FIRE out from the stage floor at Harvey. Harvey gets hit by

the light beams and he GRUNTS as he falls to the stage

floor.

The stage floor stops moving and Mason walks up to Harvey

with an evil smile on his face. Suddenly Master Mountie

wraps Mason in MAGICAL ROPES and pulls him towards him. He

then throws a MAGICAL GLOWING PUNCH at Mason hitting him in

the face and knocks him to the floor.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hey Mason if you can’t hypnotize

our friends who have super powers,

how about hypnotizing us again.

MASON SONGSON

Alright. Time for you 2 to become

my master martial arts bodyguards.

Mason uses his HYPNOSIS POWERS on Darcy and James. HYPNOTIC

SWIRLS come out from his eyes and head directly at them.

DARCY DILLIANS

I don’t think so buster.

Darcy takes out the mirror out from behind her back and the

hypnotic swirls reflect right back at Mason.

MASON SONGSON

Oh no the swirls are heading back

at me. THIS ISN’T GOOD!!!

Mason gets hit by the hypnotic swirls and is stuck in a

hypnotic trans.
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The living objects in the theater fall to the floor, and the

stage floor STOPS waving.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiles)

You did it Darcy, you stopped Mason

Songson.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

It was quick thinking of you doing

that Darcy.

HARVEY STONE

And now that Mason is under his own

hypnotic spell, what are we suppose

to do with him?

JOLYNE AQUATICK

With his powers, he can so anything

that the commander commands him to

do.

HARVEY STONE

Like hop on 1 foot.

Suddenly Mason starts to hop up and down on 1 foot.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Hey let me try. Mason rub your

belly.

Mason then rubs his belly while hopping on 1 foot.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Mason)

Pat your head.

Mason then pats his head while rubbing his belly and hopping

on 1 foot.

HARVEY STONE

Pick your nose.

Mason then picks his nose.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

And eat it too.

Mason pulls his finger out of his nose and eats the mucus

from his nose. Darcy is groused out from seeing Mason eating

his mucus from his nose.
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DARCY DILLIANS

I think that goes a little too

fare.

HARVEY STONE

I know...Let’s snap him out of it.

ELECTRICITY APPEARS on Harvey’s fist, and he throws an

electric upper cut punch at Mason hitting him and made him

LAUNCH through the air. Mason SCREAMS as he CRASHES down

onto the floor.

MASON SONGSON

(feels dizzy)

Uuuhh...I think I have had enough

of Broadway theater.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Now that’s out of the way, let’s go

see a real Broadway play.

HARVEY STONE

Yeah about that Master, through out

this mission, I think I have had

enough of Broadway, I would rather

see a movie in 3-D.

Harvey, Darcy, James, Master Mountie and Jolyne all LAUGH.

FADE TO

INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAYS THE NEXT DAY

HAPPY GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next day

at Edmonton Central High school Harvey and Darcy are walking

down the hall, right up to James who is hiding behind his

locker door feeling nervous.

HARVEY STONE

You’re still nervous about

Christina eh?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Once I got hypnotized by Mason I

was acting cool, but now I am back

to normal, I’m too afraid to act

cool in front of her, she’ll think

of me as a dork.

DARCY DILLIANS

I think there’s a better way to ask

Christina out.
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JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What is it?

Darcy puts her hand onto James’s shoulder.

DARCY DILLIANS

Be yourself. She will like you if

you be yourself.

James takes a deep breath and walks up to Christina.

Christina GIGGLES with Carla, and James walks up to

Christina.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Excuse me Christina.

Christina turns her attention to James.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

Hey Jim, what’s up?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I’m a nerd, I like to do lots of

homework, I love to read

educational books, comic books and

I love collection action figures,

and I was wondering if you can go

out with me?

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

No, but I would like it if you

could tutor me with geology eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yes. I will meet you at the public

library this evening.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

Great I will see you then.

Christina and Carla walk away from James. Harvey and Darcy

walk up to James with smiles on their faces.

DARCY DILLIANS

Nice going Jim, you finally asked a

girl out.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

I know...What a relief

James then falls to the floor. Harvey and Darcy picks up

James off of the floor.
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HARVEY STONE

Wait a go buddy, wait a go.

FADE TO

INT. G.M.F PRISON EVENING

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile

at the G.M.F Prison, Mason is laying down on his bed while

the moonlight shines through the bars.

Suddenly his cell door OPENS up. Mason stands up from his

bed to see what’s going on. A SHADOW case onto him while he

has a confuse look on his face.

MASON SONGSON

Could I...Help you?

The Masked Man walks into his cell and then Mason starts to

SWEAT.

MASON SONGSON

Who are you and why am I starting

to sweat?

THE MASKED MAN

I am here for your gift, your

ability. Your power.

The Masked Man places his hand onto Mason’s face.

CUT TO

EXT. G.M.F PRISON

Mason SCREAMS as birds FLY into the air. The Masked Man

walks out of the prison gates and walk down the dirt path.

THE MASKED MAN

Now I got Mason’s powers, I can

help the ligqoids rule this world.

The Masked Man SHOOTS STREAMS OF WATER out from his feet and

FLIES through the night sky.

FADE TO BLACK


